Multiarm star polymers, consisting of a high number of linear homopolymer arms joined covalently to a central core, represent model soft 'hybrid' spheres encompassing both polymeric (arm) and colloidal (core) character. Due to this topology, the single star has a nonuniform monomer density distribution. In nondilute solutions, a liquid-like ordering occurs as a consequence of the enhanced osmotic pressure that outbalances the entropic stretching of the arms; this type of order persists in the melt as well, due to 'macromolecular excluded volume' effects. The resulting rich dynamic response, which is presented in this review, exhibits signatures of both polymeric and colloidal behaviour. In solution, concentration and number density fluctuations relax via cooperative diffusion, self-diffusion and structural relaxation. In the melt, the viscoelastic terminal relaxation involves arm relaxation (independent of arm number) and structural rearrangements of the stars (strongly dependent on arm number and size). The identification of the relaxation mechanisms in such complex soft spheres provides the necessary ingredients for the molecular design and control of novel composite materials combining properties of polymers and colloids.
Introduction
The efficient design of new mesoscopic materials with desired properties intermediate between different classes of soft systems represents one of the most formidable challenges in soft condensed matter physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Linear polymers and colloids represent two of the most studied classes of soft materials because of their interesting properties and widespread applicability [6, 7] . They also constitute the extremes in a spatial organization of a large number of low molecular units, in the former case linear flexible strings and in the latter case a stiff compact assembly with a well-defined shape (e.g. spherical). This architectural difference involves considerable differences in the dynamics and consequently in the properties of these systems. For example, semidilute solutions (at concentration c above the overlap concentration c * ) of homopolymers (a contiguous sequence of N monomers covalently bonded) exhibit collective concentration fluctuations which are controlled by the osmotic pressure of the system [8, 9] . This reflects weak interactions at monomeric scales, of O(k B T ) or less, with a relevant correlation length ξ c of O(nm) independent of N; very high concentrations are therefore needed for short range ordering, if attainable at all. On the other hand, colloidal dispersions of solid particles with radius R 0 in a host fluid exhibit a size-dependent dynamic behaviour governed by collective thermal number density fluctuations, with correlation length O(R 0 ), and the ordering occurs at relatively low number densities and is long range [10, 11] . The intermediate behaviour between short-range polymeric and long-range colloidal interactions remains a rich area of research because of the great potential to combine polymeric with colloidal mesoscopic characteristics. One way of achieving such a performance is by constructing macromolecular objects of more complex architecture. A great deal of research effort was recently invested in this direction. In particular, in addition to the well-studied diblock copolymer micelles [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , Leibler and co-workers investigated the dynamics of polyelectrolyte microgels and found them to behave as colloidal particles with tunable interaction potential [23, 24] . In addition, hard spherical particles with chemically grafted polymeric chains (arms) represent another colloidal system with controlled softness; typical examples include polymeric latex spheres with arms of varying sizes and grafting density [17, [25] [26] [27] [28] , which can also form networks around the spheres and respond to temperature via swelling [29] . Multiarm star polymers represent another promising system for varying the softness [30] [31] [32] [33] .
In this paper, we review the linear dynamic properties of multiarm star polymers with emphasis on their interplay with their structure, as well as the identification of the contributing relaxation processes, both in solution and in the melt.
Recent advances in macromolecular chemistry have led to the anionic synthesis of nearly monodisperse model star homopolymers with high functionality f (up to 128 branches) [30, 31, 34, 35] . Owing to their topology, these stars exhibit a nonuniform monomer density distribution, as explained rigorously by Daoud and Cotton [36] (as well as the subsequent relevant theoretical work by Zhulina and co-workers [37, 38] and its extension to account for neutral and charged brushes formed by micelles or grafted colloidal spheres [39] ) and verified with computer simulations [35, 40, 41] , as well as experimentally [42] . An identical nonuniform monomer density distribution was also studied for the case of block copolymer micelles [19, 20, 22] . As such, they can be thought of as ideal inherently stable particles exhibiting a core-corona morphology with two characteristic length scales: small, ξ c , which represents the size of a self-avoiding segment (interaction blob), and is of polymeric nature, and large, R 0 , which represents typically the overall radius of the star, and is of colloidal nature. Figure 1 (a) depicts a cartoon representation of a multiarm star along with a simulated structure of a 64-arm star obtained from an equilibrated melt [40] . Figure 1 (b) depicts the simulated monomer density profile for single stars of different functionality in the melt state [40] . This figure implies that near the centre of a given star, segments belonging to different neighbouring stars are present, i.e. interpenetration increases with decreasing f . The inset of figure 1(b) depicts the dependence of the radius of the star core in the melt on the arm functionality for different arm sizes. Two regions can be distinguished: that for stars with f < 24 and the region with distinct impenetrable core [36, 40, 43] for higher f values.
Molecularly dispersed in a good solvent, such hyperstars exhibit liquid-like order as soon as their concentration exceeds c * , as demonstrated by SANS and SAXS experiments [44] [45] [46] [47] . The reason for their liquid-like structure formation is the enhanced osmotic pressure which outbalances the elastic energy of the entropically stretched arms [48, 49] . Such topologically complex materials with 'intermediate' properties are expected to exhibit a rich dynamics characterized by multiple relaxation mechanisms [32, 35, 50] , in contrast to the simpler behaviour of their two extremes, i.e. polymers and colloids. We show here that the presence of both length scales in these systems is responsible for their dynamic response, which is characterized by a combination of polymeric and colloidal motions.
Molecular features of the model multiarm star polymers
A series of regular multiarm 1, 4-polybutadiene stars was synthesized by Roovers and co-workers using chlorosilane chemistry, yielding central dendritic cores of spherical shape and different generations on which the desired number of polymeric arms were grafted [30, 31, 34] ; the resulting stars ranged in functionality, f , from 18 to 128 and nominal arm molecular weight from 5000 to 80 000 (all above the entanglement molecular weight of polybutadiene). Table 1 . Molecular characteristics of of the 1, 4-polybutadiene stars [30, 32, 34, 51] . They are all nearly monodisperse with M w /M n < 1.1 (M w being the weight average and M n the number average molecular weights). The star polymers investigated in the context of this review are listed in table 1; note that some low functionality stars (f = 4) as well as the limiting case of a linear homopolymer (f = 2) are also included for comparison. It is interesting that the presence of an appreciable central core (for f 18) creates a small but clear change in the glass transition temperature (as measured by differential scanning calorimetry) due to the restricted segmental mobility in that region. Functionality polydispersity (ε) is an important element here, and although very small, it proves very useful in exploring the dynamics of the stars, as discussed below. Based on the Daoud-Cotton analysis [36] , multiarm star polymers constitute effective core-corona particles with core radius r c ∼ f 1/2 and softness [21] defined as s = L/(L + r c ), L being the corona thickness; a typical value of s for the 128 arm stars is about 0.885.
Dilute star polymer solutions in a good solvent exhibit Brownian motion which can be detected using dynamic light scattering. From the measured scattering intensity I(q), q being the scattering wavevector, the radius of gyration R g can be determined (yielding the values given in table 1), whereas from the translational diffusion D 0 , the hydrodynamic radius R h can be extracted using the Stokes-Einstein relation [30, 31, 34, 35] . For a good solvent, the ratio R h /R g increases weakly with functionality, reaching values of 1.24 for f = 18, 1.28 for f = 32 and 1.4 for f = 64 or 128 [30, 32, 35, 51, 52] . One can appreciate the 'topological stretching' of the arms [36, 43, 48] by comparing the measured R g values of 12 880 and PB165 (with molecular weight equal to the span molecular weight of the 12 880 star) in table 1, which conforms to the Daoud-Cotton scaling 
Relaxation dynamics in nondilute solutions

Collective dynamics
Above the overlap concentration in the interaction regime, the relaxation of concentration and density fluctuations takes place via three main mechanisms, namely, cooperative diffusion, self-diffusion and structural relaxation; whereas the first process is of polymeric nature, the other two relate to the colloidal character of the stars [32, 51] . A typical example is illustrated in figure 2 , which depicts the normalized intermediate scattering functions C(q, t) in the polarized geometry for three concentrations of 12 856 in the good solvent cyclohexane. C(q, t) in the polarized geometry is given by [(G(q, t) − 1)/f * ] 1/2 , where G(q, t) is the light scattering intensity and f * an instrument factor relating to the coherence area, obtained by means of a standard. In the dilute region C(q, t) consists of a single exponential process, the translational diffusion [51, 52] ; as the concentration increases above c * , the presence of a second slower relaxation process is evident [51] . The separation of these two relaxations can be better appreciated with the inverse Laplace transformation (ILT) of C(q, t) which is depicted in the lower inset of figure 2. It is further noted that both processes are diffusive (rate ∝ q 2 ) and characterized by q-independent intensities [51] . At the highest concentrations ILT reveals an intermediate relaxation process, as seen in the lower inset of figure 2 , that is discussed later.
The faster process is identified with the cooperative diffusion of the entangled star arms, as it loses intensity (upper inset of figure 2) and becomes faster (short-time peaks in the lower inset of figure 2) as the concentration increases [8, 51, 53, 54] . Based on a single star polymer with self-similar structure of its blobs, the free energy F for semidilute solutions of stars with volume fraction φ was derived and consists of the classical ideal gas contribution (φ ln φ/(N a f υ) with υ the monomer volume) and an interaction term (excluded volume and stretching). The intensity of the cooperative process was subsequently calculated I c ∝ (∂ 2 F/∂φ 2 ) −1 at the thermodynamic limit (q = 0) [51] :
where M = N a f is the molecular weight of the star, ν = 0.59 is the Flory exponent, δ (>0) is the ratio of the elastic to the osmotic free-energy of the star colloidal core and φ * ∼ f 1/2 /N a 3ν−1 the crossover volume fraction when the outer blobs of the stars overlap.
The above equation predicts the standard scaling behaviour of semidilute solutions of linear chains for φ φ * and a steeper φ dependence in the region φ ∼ = O(φ * ) as a result of the star architecture (whose contribution to the interaction free energy overwhelms the ideal gas free energy by f 3/2 ). This is confirmed experimentally [51, [53] [54] [55] [56] as shown in the master plot of reduced I c versus the reduced concentration, which is presented in figure 3 . In contrast to the intensity behaviour, the cooperative diffusion of the semidilute hyperstar solutions is much less sensitive to f , although it does increase faster with concentration compared to the linear chain scaling [51] : The slow diffusive process represents the relaxation of thermal number density fluctuations and is associated with the star self-diffusion. In analogy to size polydispersity effects in colloids [57] , finite functionality polydispersity (ε) of the stars (see table 1) can cause density fluctuations due to the exchange of two effective populations, namely small f (1 − ε) and large f (1 + ε) stars. In the limit of small polydispersity ε 1, there is no phase separation and the process is driven by the ideal gas entropy of mixing of the two types of stars and hence the intensity and decay rate of the slow process are [32, 51] 
This assignment is based on the grounds of an excellent agreement of the slow diffusion coefficients, D p , with independent measurements of star self-diffusion using pulsed field gradient NMR (PFG-NMR) [32, 51] , as demonstrated in figure 4 . The upper inset of figure 2 depicts the concentration dependence of the intensity of the slow mode I p , which appears to conform to the prediction of equation (3) [51] . The fact that I p drops as the concentration of stars increases is suggestive of their interpenetration (also demonstrated by the cooperative intensity drop, shown in the same plot), which results in a reduction of the effective refractive index contrast between the core region and the semidilute arm solution. An interesting implication from equation (3) is that the quantity I p /f 2 should be independent of f ; this was indeed confirmed using data from the stars listed in table 1 [58] . Given its assignment, the diffusion coefficient D p of this slow process should scale with the inverse solution (zero shear) viscosity over a wide concentration range. This is indeed demonstrated in the inset of figure 6 .
In addition to the above considerations, mixing of stars of different functionalities enhances the apparent functionality polydispersity rendering the detection of the self-diffusive mode with light scattering clearer even at lower concentration. This effect is demonstrated in figure 5 which depicts the normalized intermediate scattering function C(q, t) for two stars of different functionality and nearly the same arm molecular weight, namely 12 807 and 3210, each at 4.5 wt% in cyclohexane, along with their equimolar 50/50 mixture (total concentration 4.1 and 15.4 wt% in cyclohexane; upper right inset of figure 5), having an average effective functionality f = 80 [58] . The higher intensity I p of 12 807 compared to 3210, as seen in the upper left inset of figure 5, can be rationalized on the grounds of equation (3) because of different f , reflecting the different topology [58] . A remarkable slowing down over nearly four decades is observed in the self-diffusion for a concentration increase of about one decade, as shown in the lower inset of figure 5. In particular, at the two highest concentrations measured D p falls by nearly two decades, while the sample remains ergodic at all times. At the same time the self-diffusion coefficients of both the mixture and each of the components are identical (lower inset figure 5), suggesting a competition between the large size of more dense stars (12 807 ) and the enhanced viscous drag in the looser fractal structures of low-f stars (3210), in controlling the self-diffusive motion. Therefore, as the concentration increases, the separation between polymeric and colloidal contributions to the dynamics of multiarm star polymers is enhanced; the cooperative process becomes faster and loses intensity in favour of the self-diffusion mechanism, which becomes stronger and controls the relaxation process with a dramatic slowing down.
At the highest concentrations for the largest stars a third intermediate relaxation process can be observed, as clearly evidenced from the ILT of the C(q, t) of 12 856 2.9 and 3.5 wt% in the lower inset of figure 2. It is attributed to the spatial correlations between the star centres due to the liquid-like ordering, which relax via collective structural rearrangements, in analogy to suspensions of colloidal hard spheres and micelles [22, 51, 59, 60] . The reason that this relaxation mode was detected only for the largest stars available (12 856 and 12 880) is because only for these systems qR ∼ O (1) . From the limited data obtained, it can be observed that the intensity and the (non-diffusive) relaxation time increase with q [32, 51] . As the structural process involves essentially local rearrangements of the stars, its relaxation time is of the order of the star self-diffusion over a distance of its size, [51] . The limited data for 12 856 and 12 880 in the inset of figure 4 suggest that this simple theoretical argument does not hold in the range of high concentrations well above c * . It is clear however, that a more rigorous analysis of this process requires larger stars in order to reach the regime qR > 1. As such stars were not available, this task was accomplished with the use of very high molecular weight diblock copolymer micelles, which exhibit several common features with the stars [22] . In addition, in these systems, shape fluctuations of the star-like structures (breathing modes), predicted by simulations [61] could be evidenced; however, given the fact that these two systems exhibit differences as well [22, 58 and relevant discussion], this will not be discussed further in this review. Figure 6 depicts the concentration dependence of the viscosity. It actually plots the zero shear viscosity (measured in steady shear flow by capillary viscosimetry [62] or conventional rheometry [63] ) against the effective hydrodynamic volume fraction φ eff , which is actually c/c * , the c * being estimated from the hydrodynamic radius R h [63] . In this plot hard sphere data are included as well, taken from the literature [59] . They serve as a guide for appreciating the molecularly tunable softness of the multiarm star polymers, which can essentially range from soft colloidal spheres (f = 128 with small departure from hard sphere behaviour) to entangled polymers (f = 32). Fitting of these data with semi-empirical expressions for the concentrationdependent viscosity, such as the Krieger-Dougherty equation, yields maximum packing volume fractions φ m > 0.59, the hard sphere limit. This is typical for sterically stabilized soft colloids [64] [65] [66] , and here it is a consequence of the star interpenetration. The softness of the different stars relates to the star-star interaction that was recently quantified by Likos et al [33] , who proposed an interaction potential with a Yukawa soft form at long distances and a strong logarithmic repulsion at short distances.
Viscosity and self-diffusion
Additional information on star dynamics and their interplay with structure is obtained from the PFG-NMR experiment, which essentially measures directly the incoherent structure factor of the star S inc (q, t). In the Gaussian approximation we can write [67] S inc (q, t) = A exp(−q 2 r 2 (t) /6) (4) where r 2 (t) is the mean-square displacement. For free diffusion, D s = r 2 (t) /6t (based on the above discussion we consider that the self-diffusion coefficient D s = D p ) and hence S inc (q, t) ∼ q 2 t, as shown in figure 7 for a 5 wt% solution of 12 807 in D-toluene . At the highest examined concentration (7.3 wt%) S inc (q, t) was found to exhibit a non-diffusive behaviour (upper inset of figure 7 with probing times between 33 and 303 ms); it revealed only in-cage diffusion with time-independent amplitude (equation (4)) r 2 (t) 1/2 ≈ 70 nm, indicative of a spatial localization of the stars (lower inset of figure 7 ). Free in-cage diffusion would require probing times faster than 33 ms (and short qs), whereas observation of a long-time diffusion may be possible for t > 303 ms. It is noted that for concentrations between 5 and 7.3 wt%, the purely diffusive fraction of S inc (q, t) decreases with c, and for c = 7.04 wt% both a long-time free diffusion and in-cage localization with r 2 (t) 1/2 ≈ 300 nm was observed for times longer and shorter than 70 ms, respectively [68] . Furthermore, the transition from free diffusion to in-cage diffusion occurs at about 7 wt% where the formation of macroscopic gelation is observed and dynamic light scattering reveals slow cluster-like processes and some non-ergodicity [55, 69] . This is in constrast to reports on the presence of such processes in stars of much lower functionality (f = 18) [70] . It is also worth mentioning that preparation of molecularly dispersed solutions is a non-trivial task involving persistent gentle stirring at very low concentrations. The full picture can be visualized by computer simulations of the centre-of-mass mean-square displacements of the stars, depicted in figure 8(a) for a dense star system with f = 48 and N a = 20 [40] . A similar crowding effect can be observed in solvents of intermediate quality, like decane in the present case, as a function of temperature at constant mass concentration. In such situations, the single star swells upon heating and in the semidilute and concentrated regions the swelling causes an increase of the effective volume fraction. Figure 8(b) shows that the S inc (q, t) of 12 828 8.3 wt% in D-decane at low temperature (25 • C) is representative of free Fickian diffusion (inset). In contrast, at higher temperature (50 • C) the freezing of the self-diffusion at long times relates probably to the presence of clusters rather than the cage effect (since the q 2 t scaling still holds) [71] .
Viscoelastic response in the melt
The dynamic response of the multiarm stars in the melt was studied with small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements under a nitrogen atmosphere over a wide range of temperatures (from −103 to 150 • C) [50, 72] . A typical result of the measured dynamic storage and loss moduli, G and G respectively, is depicted in figure 9 for the samples 12 828 (a) and 6430 (b). Due to the wide frequency range obtained from time-temperature superposition, the various regimes of viscoelastic relaxation can be clearly detected. Starting from the higher frequencies, we note the glass transition region (extending up to the crossover frequency ω s ), the Rouselike transition regime (ω e ), the rubber plateau (ω R ) and the terminal region. Of particular interest is the latter, since it is characterized by a two-step decay, in sharp contrast to the single terminal relaxation processes of the low functionality stars, linear homopolymers or colloidal hard spheres. The corresponding relaxation modulus G(t) for 12 828, obtained from the Fourier transformation of the G (ω) and G (ω) data, is shown in the inset of figure 9(a) as a function of time. Such a representation helps identify the two terminal processes, typically by fitting the long time region beyond the plateau G 0 N with a sum of two stretched exponentials, which can eventually yield information on the distribution of relaxation times [73] . All polybutadiene stars and their linear counterparts studied were found to have the same G 0 N , implying that they have the same entanglement molecular weight, M e . In addition, they all exhibited the same thermorheologically simple behaviour, as indicated in the inset of figure 9(b), which depicts the temperature dependence of the frequency shift factor α T . The well-known WLF expression log [74] The faster of the two relaxations in the terminal region (ω R ) is due to the star arm relaxation, as demonstrated by its independence of functionality (vertical dotted arrows in figure 9 ) [50, 72, [75] [76] [77] . Recently, Milner and McLeish presented a parameter-free theory for the arm relaxation, using the concept of dynamic dilution with the appropriate scaling of entanglement length, and incorporating the effects of higher Rouse modes on arm retraction [78, 79] . This theory was developed in the framework of the tube model and was proven successful in describing the arm relaxation of low functionality stars of different chemistry [78, 80] . It captures quantitatively the arm relaxation of multiarm stars as well, as demonstrated in figure 9 (solid lines) and discussed in detail elsewhere [81] . There are no adjustable parameters in this theory as the only ones used, namely the entanglement molecular weight M e , respective plateau modulus G 0 N and the (Rouse) relaxation time of an entanglement segment τ e , are determined from the data. This confirms the assignment of the faster terminal mode to arm relaxation (fluctuations). The complex viscoelastic modulus G * (ω) is obtained from
where s is the relaxed fraction of the arm. The total arm relaxation time is a function of the potential U eff ,
incorporates an early fast diffusion of the free end of the arm and an activated arm retraction, and depends on τ e and the number of entanglements per arm. The latter is reduced by the dynamic dilution effect as M e (s) = M e /(1 − s) x , with x = 4/3 [82, 78, 79] . The analysis of the multiarm star data using this theory considers that a small fraction of the arm near the centre is included in the core and does not contribute to this process [81] .
Further support to the assignment of the various relaxation processes in the star melts comes from Monte Carlo computer simulations using the cooperative motion algorithm [40, 50, 72, 83] . In general, complex polymeric systems, such as melts of multiarm stars or melts of micelles in microphase-separated block copolymers exhibit a complex dynamic behaviour resulting from the ordering of macromolecules or micelles. Results of simulated dense systems of this kind of macromolecule have shown that the structure develops due to a strong excluded volume effect between structural elements on the macromolecular scale. This leads to additional dynamic relaxation modes, which although taking place on the macromolecular size scale, have many similarities with the cooperative rearrangements considered in the dynamic lattice liquid model [84] for the dynamics of small molecules in a simple liquid. In this type of simulation, the pair correlation functions of star centres of mass clearly indicate an enhanced ordering with increasing number of arms, which strongly resembles the cage effect of liquids. However, in the case of multiarm stars this effect relates to the macromolecular size scale. The formation of this structure involves considerable changes in the dynamics of multiarm star melts with respect to melts composed of stars with a low number of arms. The flow of such systems is controlled not by the star arm relaxation but by an additional slow relaxation process which has been attributed to cooperative rearrangements of stars within the ordered state [40, 84, 72, 76] . As demonstrated in figure 10(a) , the latter process involves the slowing down of the decay of the position correlations of such stars ρ c (t), which for a large number of arms become considerably slower than the relaxation of star arms ρ R (t) ( figure 10(b) ), and of course the segmental relaxation ρ s (t) ( figure 10(b) ), constituting in this way an extra slow mode in the translational relaxation [76, 84] . Figure 11 represents the dependence of the arm relaxation time under isofrictional conditions (normalized to the segmental time) τ a /τ s on the arm degree of polymerization, N a , for a variety of star polymers with functionality ranging from 4 to 128 and two different chemistries, 1, 4-polyisoprenes and 1, 4-polybutadienes. The linear data are included in order to appreciate the important effect of branching in enhancing the arm relaxation time for the same molecular weight (with the star arm) above M e [75, 79] . The interesting feature of this plot is its generic validity for all these different systems (also in good agreement with simulation results [40, 72] ), suggesting a universality of the arm relaxation behaviour. In addition, in the regime of low molecular weights below the entanglement threshold, the arm relaxation follows Rouse-like behaviour. This was demonstrated with data from starlike polymacromonomers of styrene and poly(methyl methacrylate) [85] and confirmed by computer simulations as well [40, 72] . A linear unentangled polystyrene is also included in figure 11 along with the polymacromonomers, and does not show much difference as expected in this molecular weight regime. Further, the arm relaxation τ a /τ s can also be plotted against the number of entanglements per arm N a /N e yielding a generic behaviour for all entangled stars ( figure 11(b) ), as expected from the Milner-McLeish theory and seen before for low-f stars only [75, 86, 87] .
The slow relaxation process (ω c ) in figure 9 relates to the topological heterogeneity of the multiarm stars, which leads to a liquid-like ordering even in the melt, as seen in the SAXS profiles in figure 12 . It is apparent that for the three stars investigated, in addition to the first sharp and intense peak, there are broader and less intense higher order peaks, approximately at positions √ 3 and √ 7 with respect to the first one [72] , indicative of an ordered liquid state. The distances between neighbouring star centres were determined from d = a/s peak with s peak = q peak /2π and a ≈ 1.23 for a structure controlled only by two-body correlations. In the present dense star melts, these values are considered as approximate star sizes which satisfy the relation d ∼ M 1/3 a , as seen in the inset of figure 12 . The experimental as well as the simulation results show that the degree of order in star polymer melts depends on both molecular parameters, i.e. the number and the length of the arms. Actually, it can be concluded that the degree of order in the studied systems is mainly controlled by the ratio of the core radius to the corona thickness. Therefore, for stars with a large number of short arms the highest degree of ordering should be expected, whereas stars with long arms could show a limited order even when the number of arms is high. The type of order observed in the multiarm star melts (as well as in the nondilute solutions) can be described as liquid like on the macromolecular scale. Neither in real nor in simulated systems, have any clear signatures of lattice formation been detected [40, 50, 72] . This results probably from the substantial deformability and related form fluctuations of the star coronas [35, 61] . They consist of flexible arms and remain soft spheres even when the number of arms and the core radius are large. The latter is well confirmed by the dynamic properties of the studied systems. Similar behaviour has been observed in various other systems, such as microgels [76] or polymer melts filled with spherical copolymer micelles [17, 18] . In all these cases, the ordering was related to the excluded volume interaction between compact but deformable macromolecular elements in a dense system [50, 76] . These findings, however, contrast the predictions for stars [49, 88, 89] [72] as a function of the arm molecular weight, M a .
as well as experimental findings in block copolymer micelles [14, 15, 90, 91] , indicating some kind of macrocrystalline ordering. A possible suggestion for weak crystal formation at high concentrations is implied from PFG-NMR data showing a dramatic slowing down of the self-diffusion coefficient [68] , but a direct experimental confirmation is still lacking.
Therefore, the suggested assignments of the relaxations detected by means of the viscoelastic measurements appear to be reflected in the simulations. As already discussed in the context of figure 10, two relaxations, one related to segmental motion ρ s (t) and the other to star arm relaxation ρ R (t), are observed in all systems ( figure 10(b) ). The relaxation rate of the first one is independent of star structural parameters both in experiments and in the simulation. On the other hand, the star arm relaxation is observed to be considerably dependent on the arm length but virtually independent of the arm number. The most interesting effect observed both in the simulated (hyperstars with rather low N a compared to the experimental systems) and in the real systems is the additional slow relaxation process appearing in systems with clear ordering of stars, and unambiguously observed for f > 32 (note that for linear chains and low-f stars ρ R (t) and ρ c (t) are virtually identical). The analysis of the simulation results concerning the slow dynamics ( figure 10(a) ) is further supported by the direct observation of star motions in these systems ( figure 10(c) ). The shown simulated trajectory of a star centre in the melt is nonuniform in time. It comprises fragments whose motion consists of limited excursions from some quasi-localized positions (black blobs in figure 10(c), which are connected to other fragments indicating occasional fast displacements between 'localized' states, and suggesting analogies to the self-diffusion measurements of figure 8. The amplitude of excursion and time of residence in such a 'localized' state depend strongly on the star arm number and length. These results suggest that the slow process can be attributed to translational cooperative rearrangements of stars (on macromolecular scale) within the ordered state which are of the same character as those suggested for the cooperative rearrangements in low molecular liquids [92] .
Naturally, because of the presence of the slow relaxation, the zero shear viscosity η 0 is no longer independent of the functionality f (but only the arm relaxation time τ a ), as in the case of low-f stars [50, 75, 79, 93] . A slow viscoelastic relaxation was also observed for the case Figure 13 . Normalized slow relaxation time (to the segmental time) τ slow /τ s against f 2.5 (N a /N e ) 5 for multiarm stars with functionality f = 64 (♦) and f = 128 ( ), for which a slow process was detected. Inset: dependence of τ slow /τ s on f N a . The apparent scattering in the data ( ) relates to the different combination of f (64 or 128) and N a . The dotted lines represent the theoretical prediction (equation (5)).
of block copolymer micelles in selective solvents, and attributed to the translational motion of the ordered objects [15, 94] .
A mean-field scaling theory of the slow mode suggests that this structural mode, which takes place cooperatively, is an activated process and involves a partial disentanglement of the interpenetrating stars followed by a displacement of the star in a neighbouring cell, a distance of its size apart, a process controlled by the free energy of the corona elastic deformation (arm stretching). The net result of this analysis suggests the following scaling relation [81] :
where α = a 2 υ −2/3 , a is the monomer size, and X 1 and X 2 are unspecified numerical constants. The main outcome is the strong dependence of the structural relaxation on both functionality and arm molecular weight, in qualitative agreement with the experimental findings from the stars for which the slow process could be detected (f = 64 and 128). For these systems, the extracted slow times were found to scale approximately with arm functionality and molecular weight as τ slow /τ s ∼ f 2.5 N 5 a . Actually, figure 13 depicts τ slow /τ s against f 2.5 (N a /N e ) 5 . Given the uncertainty of this scaling (only two functionalities, 64 and 128), it is apparent that the behaviour of the stars is rather universal with respect to their structural relaxation as well. Moreover, the qualitative agreement of the theoretical prediction (equation (5)), as reflected in the inset of figure 13 (predictions are indicated by the dotted line using typical values for the numerical constants X 1 = 0.0040 and X 2 = 0.0075), is evident.
Conclusions and outlook
The dynamic response of multiarm star polymers reflects their hybrid polymer-colloid character. The star arms are responsible for the former and the whole macromolecular objects for the latter. In the solution above c * , concentration and density fluctuations relax via polymeric cooperative diffusion and colloidal self-diffusion and structural relaxation. The dependence of the collective and self-dynamics on concentration reflects the star topology (stretched arms) and distinguishes the star behaviour from that of linear flexible homopolymers. In the melt state, the two-step viscoelastic relaxation in the terminal region signifies the faster polymeric arm relaxation and the slower colloidal structural rearrangements of the weakly ordered stars, a consequence of macromolecular excluded volume. Computer simulations and analytical theory assist in the assignment of the relaxation modes and the identification of the star's unique and universal features.
These novel soft materials represent model systems that combine both polymeric and colloidal characteristics, and thus bridge the gap between polymer science and colloid science. Our understanding of their properties will eventually allow us to design materials and supramolecular assemblies with desirable intermediate properties. Within this general framework and with the current level of understanding of the dynamics of model multiarm star polymers, progress can be made in the exploration of the dynamic properties of more complex 'hybrid' polymeric-colloidal materials sharing inherent density inhomogeneities and exhibiting common features with the hyperstars. They include, but are not limited to, 'irregular' multiarm stars with very high functionality (270 arms) and nonspherical central core [95, 96] , bottlebrush structures formed from polymacromonomers [97, 98] , self-organized superstructures resulting from telechelic linear and star homopolymers and copolymers [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] , hyperbranched polymers with varying number of generations and controlled molecular weight [104, 105] , supramolecular polymers [106] , dendrimers [107] , functionalized dendritic structures [108] , polyelectrolyte brushes [109, 110] , copolymer-based microemulsions [111] , tethered chain systems [112] , micelles with chemically fixed core [113] , microgel-based selfassemblies [114] , comb-like macromolecules [115] , star-star and star-linear chain mixtures [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] , mixtures involving soft spheres, hard spheres and linear chains [122] [123] [124] and hairy-rod polymers [125] [126] [127] . An important asset in such an ambitious research program is the predictive ability stemming from computer simulations [40, 83, 84, 92] as well as rigorous theory. Concerning the latter, recent successes include the analysis of the rheology of Cayley tree structures [128] , the pom-pom model [129] , and the analysis of the polymer layer mediated forces between colloids or star-star interactions [130] [131] [132] . Finally, all the above constitutes a first step toward the control of the dynamics in the linear regime. The much richer and more complex nonlinear dynamics represents a great challenge, some aspects of which are already being addressed [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] .
